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About This Content

Flood of Light Soundtrack contains 12 tracks.

01.Peach Flower Garden
02.City Control Center

03.Star Light Dome Hotel
04.No.19 Railway Lotus Kitchen Station

05.Blue Light Center
06.Obsidian Factory

07.Life and Energy Lab
08.Residential Area

09.Glory of the Galaxy
10.RAIN BGM

11.Monsoon
12.Flood of Light

Bit rate: 160 kbps
Format: MP3
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Year of issue: 2017
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flood of light soundtrack

I'm very disappointed with this game. I came across it several days ago and put it in my wishlist, thinking that it looked a little
like a perfection-style (high energy and timed) steampunk\/mechanical platformer. This seemed like something that was right up
my alley, so when I saw that it was on a 50% sale today, I grabbed it up at $2.49.

When I sat down to game this evening, it was the first game I loaded up, and I was very excited to give it a try. Right away,
though, I found my enthusiasm dwindling as my aggravation and disappointment levels climbed.

Firstly, the controls were not what I would consider smooth or responsive. I experienced a delay at times between button presses
and action on the screen, and I also got the impression that little thought had been given to jump height and distance. It was
impossible to properly judge distance for jumps consistently, and if your character isn't in motion, it won't make the majority of
the jumps. I understand that this is meant to be a fast-paced game, so the jumps were likely designed for a character in motion,
but they're missing the mark here for the game as a whole by programming from such a narrow perspective. Another issue was
the texturing of the surfaces, which more often than not created a character sliding on ice effect, whether it was meant to or not.
These factors coupled together create an experience that's a lot like a blind speedrun, and that inconsistency only served to cause
confusion and frustration for me.

Also along the line of game mechanics was that some of the additions to the game don't seem to have a purpose. The most
noticeable of these is the time clock that generally shows up in one corner or another during the arcade levels. I got the
impression that going in the opposite direction of the exit to get one of these would result in bonus time to complete the level,
but that's not what I experienced at all. Once I figured out that the only thing that really mattered was getting to the exit in time,
it became important to bypass what little content there was in the form of coins, obstacles, and these time clocks. There was
absolutely no enjoyment for me at this point, so that's when I threw in the proverbial towel.

Another negative is that the randomized levels really aren't so random. In obtaining the achievement for completing 100 rooms,
I found myself cycling through a relatively few number of levels with a high percentage of consecutive repeats of the same
level. This was made worse with poor level design. There just really wasn't much to these levels, even on hardcore, so I found
myself wondering what the point of the game was, and I couldn't come up with a good answer.

I was also very disappointed with the graphics, which were pixel-style but severely lacking in detail and contrast. The overall
effect was blurring with an inability to distinguish between the character, platforms, and obstacles. When you aren't certain
where you're going, and can't get there reliably and consistently, it pretty much becomes "game over."

In regard to the soundtrack, there wasn't much to it, and the buzzing\/ticking sound effects during gameplay became annoying
enough for me to mute the sound on my laptop.

In short, I simply cannot recommend the game in its current state, and the fact that I was looking forward to this game, makes
that an even more disappointing conclusion. My recommendation is to either pass this one up altogether or wait until it's on a
major sale or included in a bundle. I'm regretting the $2.49 I spent on it, and that was at a 50% discount.

Onto the next one.. *Note: I didn't have internet during the time I played the game so time on record is way off.

This is a fantastic shmup experience right here. Wonderful bullet spreads with gameplay that basically changes the better you
are. As you do better, the spreads become harder and move faster, enemies power up, and YOU become stronger. It really gives
a good sense of synergy for the player and just makes thing flow until you get crushed by a wall of bullets.

Speed, main attack, special attack, and bomb all differ from ship to ship offering unique playtroughs with each one. You're even
given options to change certain color aesthetics of the game to you liking with more options unlocking the more you play. The
game can also be customized a bit (manipulating the ranking, etc.) before jumping into the action.

The music, sound, and aesthetics of the game offer some kind of retro\/cyber punkish kind of feel to it. The tracks in the game
are great, sound effects are pleasing and never get old, and the game is colorfull and full of fantastic designs.

This is definitely a title that deserves to be held up above the droves of other shmups that are rushing into the market. Fans of
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the genre shouldn't think twice about adding this to their library of games. Even at full price this game is less than a premium
fast food meal and tastes even better.. Awesome to see VooFoo continue to work on this beautiful game!. Only 3 tracks from
3rd dmc.
No my favourite cerberus battle's song.
However,I still prefer to replace default soundtrack by this or 4th ost.. Very nice horror game. Good for you devs!. Now let's
talk honestly. Nearly every person who had access to computers back then had played at least a game of Zuma. This PopCap
classic had everything for a game after all; you could play it until eternity, it had catchy Mayincatec music (although the stage
names obviously came from the Aztec mythology -Quetzalcoatl, Ehecatl, Centeotl etc.-), and cute graphics fitting the game
perfectly. It is still a game you can play for a break from work or for the entire night to master two or three stages. The nostalgia
factor sure helps, but this old gem deserves every praise it gets. If only I could transfer my playtime from the cracked version I
kept playing for the last 10 years or so.... This tower defense game is bold and boring. Nothing makes this game fun.
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this is not enabled by default you must do it manually. right click the game ==> game properties ==> dlc tab ==> check the
unchecked box. :happyface:
seems to be the only one like this.. To be honest I was a click away to refund this game. The start was really slow and being a
new player to the series I didn't know the characters so the scenes didn't hold the same gravitas that seasoned players must've
felt. However I decided to give it a go and honestly it's one of the best games I've ever player, the story picks up aroud chapter 3
and it's really good. The combat doesn't get too repetitive because you unlock new skills and enemies get harder and the side
missions are really enjoyable, if you started and feel it's really slow I would recommend you giving it a shot.. a handsome game
for handsome boys. Why, oh god, why is this game free now?! I want to waste money buying extra copies! Add ingame
purchases! Pls, plsssss. kinda like the stanley pareable, but 2d and more artistic. Does not work "out of the box" and it takes a lot
of effort to configure it properly.
Text is too small to be readable. There should be a mod that fixes it, but even after installing the "Bigger Text Boxes" mod the
problem persisted.
The game was clearly poorly done, so it definitely isn't worth the effort.. This is a wretched piece of garbage code. The
developers should be sterilized. If they have produced children already, the children should be taken into protective custody.

Thankfully, I was given this for free, so no lasting harm has been done!. A visual novel set in a fantasy version of the "old west"
U.S. and a very charming presentation that makes it look more like a digital manga than a visual novel,with it's alluring
visuals,good OST and charming characters this visual novel will surely please fans of the genre.
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